Rio 2016 Olympic Sailing Competition

Amendment Number 1 to the Course Area Regulations (CAR)

Delete 2.4 and insert new 2.4.

2.4.1 There are two crossing points or Gates:
   2.4.1(a) Ferry Line Gate: The four corners of the Gate between the Aeroporto
           South 22° 53.72' West 43° 09.40'
           South 22° 53.92' West 43° 09.40'
           South 22° 53.65' West 43° 09.20'
           South 22° 53.85' West 43° 09.20'

   2.4.1(b) Guanabara Bay Mouth Gate: The Santa Cruz Fort on the side of
           Niterói City and the Laje Island in the middle of the Guanabara Bay
           Mouth. All Sailing Olympic traffic shall only cross this Gate when going
           from the inside of the Guanabara Bay to the Race Areas outside the
           Bay and coming back to the inside of the Guanabara Bay.

2.4.2 The Yellow and Red buoys in the vicinity of Flamengo Beach define the
       western edge of the completion area.

2.4.3 Boats shall pass to the south of the three blue buoys and the navy vessel
       on the southern side of the airport runway.
       South 22° 54.51' West 43° 09.36'
       South 22° 54.92' West 43° 09.44'
       South 22° 55.11' West 43° 09.59'
       Navy Vessel - South 22° 55.09' West 43° 09.41'
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